Introduction
Tlie fundamental objective of aerodynamic flow control is to develop stratcgics to excit,e thc flaw field so that a desired behavior is observed or some undesired phenomena are eliminated. Reducing the skin friction on the body of an aircraft constitutes a good example of control that results in reduced drag and thus reduced fuel consumption. Another example is the reductiou of undesired high-level pressure fluctuations in a modern aircraft weapon hay: which cause material fatigue and damage to stores. The latter phenorncnon is known as ciLvit,y flow [l] and represents a good study benchnisrk due to the dyimrnical richness of its flow physics while its relevance to the above mcritioiied applications makes it an appealing snbject for investigation. Tlie challenges faced in controlling these flow systems clearly stipii1al;e the development of well-interactiiig control media sucli that the exist,irig literature is expanded as well as new a y plication domains axe initiated.
The control of acrodynamic flows has t,raditionally been accornplished by using passive t,echniques, and recently open loop strategies [2] , which lack the advantages of feedback control schemes. More r e cents efforts have closed the loop based on ad hoc and trial and error type schenms, 13; 4, 5 ; GI. To make the approach more general, the loop must be closed based on flow models, which is a challenge due to t,he flow systems' infinite dimeusionality, t,he complcxity introduced by Navier-Stokes equations, the measurcrnent difficulties and the dynamics introduced by measurement and actuation devices. Extensive work have been dons in the modeling of aerodynamic flows, [7; 81. The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) has constituted a widely used method for model development yet t,he POD based models have revealed convcrgerice and/or drift, problems in t,hc behavior of temporal variables. Another approach is to exploit the physics of the problem. R.owley et al. and Williams ct al. focused on this from a linear syst,ems point of view, [4; 9, 101. The acoustic waves produced by the shear-layer scatteririg at the downstream wall of the cavity reach, after some propagation delay time: the inconling flow in the receptivity region (i.e. the cavity upstream wall) and a delay-based coupled dvnamics arise. The eked studies demonstrate that 0-7803-8599-3/04/$20.00 02004 IEEEof view and a control specialist's point of vicw, and a tabulated cornparison of operating conditions and obtained results is presented. A common starting point in all flow control applications is to describe t,he dynamics in terms of the inathematical tools, i.c. to devise a niodel capturing thc cssential dynamics. In t,his paper, the emphasis is on the reconstruction of tlic pressurc measured from a particular locat,ion in tlie cavit,y based on the past observat,ious from the same location and the excitation values.
Thc research carried out at Collaborat,ive Center of Control Science at The Ohio St,ate University has yielded a well-dcsigned experiniental facility. which provides an cxcelleni plat,form for data acquisition a,nd cxploririg the physics of flow plicnomena and bandliiig the control problem. The experimental setup, which is located at ttic Gas Dynamics and Turhuleiicc Laboratory, is a sniall wind tunriel that provides continuous subsonic flow from very low speed to Mach 1 with a rich parameter space suitable for fccdback control developnicut,. A shallow cavity with length to depth aspect rat,io L I D = 4 is recessed in the floor of the tcst section. The control is providcd by a synthetic jet exhausting from a slot spanning the width of the cavity upstream wall. For a detailed iiiforniat,ion describing the simulations and expcriniental work on the cavity setup, thc reader is rcferred to the past work of the aut,hors in [12, 131. Figiirc 2: A closer look at the tcst section In Figure 1 , tlie test section and it,s peripherals arc shown. The incoming flow is directcd towards the test section through a converging nozzlc and leavcs tlic t,est section by passing through an exhaust tube. A closer look at t.he test section setup is given in Figure 2 , in which the entry slot of tile control jet is visiblc at the receptivity region. The physics of the process should now he more clear. The input to the system is the signal applicd t o the actuator (~( t ) ) , and thc output is the pressure measured at ulite transducer that 
be cavity (~( t ) ) .
The Kulite dynamic pressurc transducer located at the center of tlie cavity floor and used to obscrve the system can bc seen in Figure 3 . Thc saiiie figure provides also a bett,er vicw of the cntry slot of the control How as wcll as an appreciation of the cavity geometry. The cavity floor Kulite, as well as othcrs at selectcd locations of the cavity domain, are connected to a Nation1 Instrnrnent data acquisition system hosted in a computer. In Figure 4: we illustrate a complete view of the cavity flow identification and control system. The contribution of this paper is to eniphasize that the use of neural networks can offcr promisingly Hexible and accurate solutions.
This paper is organizcd a s follows. The sccond section describes the nenroidcntifier, the training algorithm, and the niotivating factors. The identification results and specific implenientation issucs are 
Neural Model
In flow control applications, several factors encourage the use of neural networks. First of all; the process dynamics are quite complicated. Strong interdependencies between the vsriables involved make it challenging to come up with a compact and useful representative model as shown by Saminiy et al. [12: 131. Secondly, the system and its peripherals could be modeled individually, which is an inevitable stage in [6: 4, 91. Finally. the data contains measure ment noise. From this point of view, one sees that the neurocomputing algorithms and their connectionist niodels are excellent candidates for building a dynamical model containing the effects of process subsystems, which are the process it,self, scnsora, actuator and the filter(s) collectively. It is clear that the conditions above force the use of a model st,ructure that is able t o generalize the data while improving the information content progressively. A good deal of information about neural networks can be found in [14, 151 and the references therein.
An important issue in using neural networks is the parameter adjustment strategy. In the literature: niany alternatives are proposed but the LevenbergMarquartdt technique is widely accepted as one of the most powerful ones. The algorithm is an approxima1,ion t o the Newton's method, aud both of them have been designed t o solve the nonlinear least squares problem [15, 161. Consider a neural network having single output, and N adjustable parameters (weights and biases) denoted by the vector 
where the delay depths n and m are user specified parameters. The process of learning refines the function f and the resulting connectionist structure can rebuild the flow meawrements so that the quantity in (1) is minimized over the set of P training pairs.
Identification of the Flow
The identification mechanism of a flow system by a neural network is depicted in Figure 5 : whero the ncural network is forced to imitate the response of the system under the same operating conditions. The training algorithm refines the input-output description of the neural identifier so that the estimation error is minimized over a set of representative inputoutput data.
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Figure 5 : Identification of a system.
The first stage of the identification process is to collect t,lie data. For this purpose, we initially focus our attent,ion to a Mach 0.3 flow. We acquired two extensive sets of data from the pressure transducers in the test section by sampling the corresponding amplified and anti-aliasing filtered signals at a rate of 200 kHz. Thc actuator cxt:it,ation signal was highpass filtered to stop any spect,ral content below 1 kHz which would damage the actuator. Of t,he two sets of data collectcd, one is used for training while the other is used to validate the model. For this purpose, the training data set has been acquired when a 2 kHz sinusoidal excitation voltagc of 4V7,n. is sent to the actuation device. The pressure is read from tlie Kulite transducer seen in Figure 3 . During the modeling t,rials, we have chosen a fecdforward neural network with a single hidden layer. The neurons in the bidden layer contain the hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity and the output neurons are chosen to be linear. The input vector to Ihe neiiroidcntifier is composed of [u,s:u$ll,as:zs~l,n:k-n] , i.e. n = 2 and m = 1, and the rcsponse of the network to this vector is ~s +~. Fiirt.hcrmore, we have used 12 hidden neurons lettirig us end up with 5-12-1 configuration. With the Levcnberg-Marquardt scheme: the entire d a h set, which contains 16381 pairss? passed through t~he neural network 50 times (epoclies) while modifying the weights and biases according to (2). At. t,hc end of this proccss, t,lie Mean Squared Error (MSE) has decreascd below 8.85e-6.
The tests have been carried out with another sinusoidal iiipnt signal with amplitude 4V and frequency 3.25 kHz, and the output from the process and the response of the neural network have been recorded. According to the acquired data, the results scen in Figure 6 and 7 have been obtained.
According to the results illustrated in the top row of Figure 6 : the two curves are almost indistinguishable. The discrepancy curve shown i n the bottom row confirms the accurate reconstruction claim of the paper. Tlrc coinparison in the frequency domain is presented in Figure 7 : where the two curves are similar cnough to use the devised niodel as a dynamical representative. A look at the error niagnitude in the bottom row of Figure 7 emphasizes the reconstruction accuracy of t,he neuroideutifier. It is visible that the error curve has a reasonably small magnitude ovcr a wide range of frequencies.
It should be noted that the topology of the neural nctwork aiid the type of nonlincarities absolutely depend upon the designer's perceptions, intuitions and experience. There is not an analytical way to determine thc number of hidden layers as well as the nuniber of neurons. Based on our exteusive work, the simplest configuration yielding a satisfactorily precise respousc is the one presented here. A last issue that should bc discussed is a comparison of the findings with those appeared in the literature before. a) POD is computationally intcnsive, vulnerable to small nunierical irnprecisiori and the iiiodcls may exhibit progressively increasing drift and/or instability. Aside from all thcse, POD models for flow prohlenis arc generally very complicated. Another difficulty of POD based flow niodels is the proccss of spatial separation of the control entry. The advantage, on the ot,her hand, is that, once it works, the model is global over the entire cavity domain and the individual pcrformance inetrics can be distributed over the physical geoniet,ry of the cavity. b) Delay based models as st,udicd in [8, 4; 9, 101 are very useful in terms of designing controllers, [6] , yet, it is difficult to inject the dynamical properties of sensors, actuators, arid filters in a collective manner. The match in frequency domain can be achieved to some extent but, the time domain match is not as good as the onc we present here. The advantage of using these models is the possibility of using the tools of linear control systcms theory. c) Neural nctwork based identification scheme is superior to the ones mentioned above in t,he sense that it is based on the data containing the effects of systcni components collectively. The designer can decide on the topology of t,he network as well i\s the training scheme to update tlie parameters. The trained network can be used for feedback controller design, 1171. 
Conclusions
In t,his paper, identification of cavity flow system is studied. A neural network is used to imitate the behavior of the process under investigation. Several past values of the output and the input arc fed to the neuroidentifier and the likely next, output is cstiniated accurately. This is done by suitably tuning the adjustable parameters of the neural network by utilizing the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization technique.
The results are quite promising for devising a feedback control scheme to manage the behavior of the flow field. 
